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Soneva Bayview Pool Villa Suite
Region: Soneva Kiri Sleeps: 2 - 4

Overview
Lovingly hand-crafted from sustainable wood, Soneva Bayview Pool Villa Suite 
offers a magnificent view of the bay from your luxurious treehouse with a 
rainforest canopy! 

Your elevated position provides fabulous views through the rich foliage across 
the glistening turquoise bay! The entire character of the villa fuses the lines 
between interior and exterior spaces, inviting the warm breeze and the sounds 
of birdsong floating on the air within the living areas. There is a large alfresco 
sofa space, directly facing your fully-equipped kitchen area, as well as a TV, 
DVD Player and iPod docking station for a little entertainment. 

For the perfect night’s sleep, slip into your dazzling bedroom, decked with 
entirely wooden furniture! On your balcony there is a lovely seating area, so 
you need only take one step outside your bedroom to be fully immersed in the 
fabulous calm forest. There is a desk in the room if you fancy writing a letter 
home, and it is flooded with natural light from the vast patio doors which 
encircle the room. 

Your bathroom is delightful, accompanied by a dressing room and relaxation 
area, with two traditionally styled dressing tables. With a luxurious outdoor 
bath sunken into the decking, you can enjoy many a soothing soak in this 
tranquil environment and lather yourself with our luxurious Soneva toiletries!

Your garden is beautifully designed with natural curves and textures to mimic 
the ancient forest all around you. At the centre, there is a beautiful pool, and 
alongside is a set of sun-loungers for relaxing in privacy. Your terrace is multi-
layered, with a casual seating area on both.     

Soneva Kiri eco-resort offers the perfect balance of blissful tranquillity and 
engaging activities for your stay on this idyllic island, with a breath-taking 
private white-sand beach, gourmet food and drinks served across five bars 
and restaurants and a whole raft of unique experiences!

Opportunities on offer include enjoying a film at our open-air cinema over the 
lagoon, dining suspended in the Teepods in the forest canopy and indulging in 
the magnificent ‘chocolate room’ stocked by our chocolatier! In addition, you 
will find a well-equipped gym, tennis courts, a sauna and spa. 
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Yoga and Pilates are also offered each morning to get your day off to the best 
possible start! You will be assigned your very own Ms or Mr Friday as your 
personal Villa Manager who will be on hand 24 hours a day to ensure your 
happiness.

Facilities
Wow Factor  •  Private Pool  •  Beach Nearby  •  Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Walk to 
Beach  •  Walk to Village  •  Walk to Restaurant  •  Ground Floor Bed & Bath  •  
Satellite TV  •  DVD  •  Watersports  •  Rural Location  •  Walking/Hiking Paths  
•  Outstanding Landscapes  •  Outdoor Pursuit & Activities  •  Tourist Towns & 
Villages  •  Romantic
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa

Soneva Bayview Pool Villa Suite is built of sustainable woods, invites you to 
experience life in the trees. Gaze at the Thai jungle’s primaeval artistry in 
comfort. There is a bedroom and a bathroom, and it can accommodate up to 3 
people

Interior
- Double bedroom
- Bathroom
- Living & dining area
- Access to the patio & pool area

Exterior
- Swimming pool
- Sun loungers & parasols
- Dining & sitting area
- Covered terrace

***Please note that these properties are all of a similar style, but may vary in 
layout, surroundings and furnishings.
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Location & Local Information
The fifth-largest island in Thailand, Ko Kut (also known as Koh Kood) is a 
tropical paradise for nature-lovers and those looking for a calm retreat alike: a 
secluded world of vast jungle-clad mountains interspersed with magnificent 
waterfalls! 

Whether you’re after a traditional beach retreat of sandcastles, paddling and 
sun-bathing or the allure of the wilderness, this rain-forested, mountainous 
island in the Gulf of Thailand, home to 300-year-old Macca Trees, has 
something for everyone! 

A full coastline of cotton soft sandy beaches with lapping waters clear as 
crystal: this is truly heaven: as suited to tranquil relaxation as exploration, with 
world-class kayaking, snorkelling, paddle-boarding, diving and sailing on offer! 

Our expert instructors would be delighted to provide Scuba or Open Water 
Diving courses in the House Reef, totally free of coral bleaching with 58% live 
coral cover and a wonderful, diverse array of coral species as well as turtles, 
stingrays, barracudas and sometimes even sea horses! Or for a more relaxed 
vibe, take our private boat along the coast and stop off at any bay you like for 
a dip, sunbathe or even a snorkel!  

We highly recommend a snorkelling trip to the natural underwater beauties of 
Koh Rang Yai National Marine Park and Koh Rang Yai National Marine Park 
to explore the rich, unspoilt coral reefs and underwater animal sculptures that 
have been created here, as well as to see brightly coloured marine life 
including yellow fusiliers, diamond fish and chevron barracuda! 

This is the best island in Thailand for lovers of beaches, jungles and waterfalls. 
With no vehicular access to the island, it remains beautifully unspoilt and calm, 
allowing you to escape the stresses of modern life. There are only a few small 
restaurants on the island, serving up some fantastic, freshly caught seafood 
and traditional Thai cuisine. 

With so few inhabitants (the local population is estimated at under 2,500), and 
indeed more coconut palms than buildings, you might just feel as though you 
have the island to yourself! 

We would be delighted to organise a flight for you with our private plane to 
Koh Mai Si, just a five-minute luxury speedboat transfer from the resort!

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Trat Airport
(73km (via ferry))
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Nearest Ferry Port Nam Leuk Pier
(6km)

Nearest Village Khlong Lahan
(600m)

Nearest Town/City Koh Kut City
(17km)

Nearest Restaurant Restaurants & Shops
(550m)

Nearest Beach Sandy Beach
(100m)
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What you should know…
Please note that published rates are only valid for the current year. Any bookings for subsequent years will be on request only 
and correct rates will be confirmed at the time of booking

There are only two ATMs on the island so bring cash if you can

Note that our location is indeed incredibly remote, that’s part of its charm!

What Oliver loves…
A welcome drink, refreshing towel and fresh fruit will be awaiting you in your 
villa upon arrival, so you can get your holiday started as you mean to go on: in 
blissful comfort and relaxation!

On our fabulous rainforest trek, you can explore the thick jungle that encircles 
the resort and take a refreshing dip in the many interspersed five-level 
waterfalls that cascade mesmerisingly around you!

Enjoy a soak under the stars in your magical open-air bathtub, sunken into the 
decking and surrounded by the rich foliage of the forest!

Fine dining can be enjoyed in the Teepods, cosy bamboo pods in the vibrant 
tropical foliage of the ancient rainforest, with delectable cuisine delivered on 
the zip-line via your own acrobatic waiter!

What you should know…
Please note that published rates are only valid for the current year. Any bookings for subsequent years will be on request only 
and correct rates will be confirmed at the time of booking

There are only two ATMs on the island so bring cash if you can

Note that our location is indeed incredibly remote, that’s part of its charm!
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: Credit cards details may be requested as guarantee

- Arrival time: 2 pm

- Departure time: 12 pm

- Energy costs included?: Included in the rental price

- Linen & towels included?: Linen & towels included in the rental price

- Pets welcome?: Pets not allowed

- End of stay cleaning included?: Included in the rental price

- Smoking Allowed?: No smoking inside the villa

- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property

- Minimum stay:

- Tax: Tourist Tax included in the rental price

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi connection included

- Other Ts and Cs: 50% of deposit is payable at the time of the booking during high season

- Other 2: Extra adult: $120 per person per night in 2019, $150 per night in 2020. Extra child: $60 per person per night in 2019, $80 per night in 2020.


